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Other specification logics:
Past-Time LTL (ptLTL or PLTL)

A temporal logic where future-time 
operators:

X (in the next state)
F (eventually in the future)
G (always in the future)
U (until in the future) 

are complemented with past-time 
counterparts:

Y or X-1 (yesterday)
O or F-1 (once in the past)
H or G-1 (historically)
S or U-1 (since)
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Past-time logics are popular 
for runtime verification. 
Specifications often need to 
say something about the 
past:

The conjunction of these three sets of constraints forms the full encoding of the boun-
ded model checking problem into SAT:

|[M,ϕ,k]| = |[M]|k ^ |[LoopConstraints]|k ^ |[ϕ]|0.

The LTL formula ϕ has a witness in M that can represented by a finite path of length k
iff the encoding is satisfiable. For more details on the encoding and how it can be used
for model checking please refer to [13].

3 Bounded Model Checking with Past Operators

Benedetti and Cimatti [7] were the first to consider bounded model checking for PLTL.
Their approach is based on the original encoding of Biere et al. [1]. The approach is
such that it generates constraints separately for each possible bounded path with a loop
(for all values of 0  l  k). This makes sharing structure in the formula difficult. Our
encoding is based on a different solution where the concerns of evaluating the formula
and forming the bounded path have been separated. As we shall see, this allows for a
simple and compact encoding for PLTL.

3.1 PLTL

Extending LTL with past operators results in a logic which is more succinct than LTL
and arguably more intuitive for some specifications. The simplest past operators are the
two previous state operators Yψ and Zψ. Both are true if ψ was true in the previous
time step. The semantics of the operators differ at the origin of time: Yψ is always false
while Zψ is always true. Similar to the derived future operators Fψ and Gψ are Oψ
(’once’) and Hψ (’historically’) that hold if ψ holds once in the past or ψ holds always
in the past, respectively. The binary operator ψ1Sψ2 (’since’) holds if ψ2 was true once
in the past and ψ1 has been true ever since. Note that ψ2 must have been true at some
point in the past in order for ψ1Sψ2 to hold. The other past binary operator ψ1Tψ2
(’trigger’) holds when ψ2 holds up until the present starting from the time step where
ψ1 was true. If ψ1 never was true ψ2 must have been true always in the past.

We define the semantics of PLTL by extending the formal semantics of LTL. Only
semantics for the new operators are given.

πi |= Yψ , i> 0 and πi�1 |= ψ.
πi |= Zψ , i= 0 or πi�1 |= ψ.
πi |=Oψ , π j |= ψ for some 0 j  i.
πi |=Hψ , π j |= ψ for all 0 j  i.
πi |= ψ1Sψ2 , π j |= ψ2 for some 0 j  i and πn |= ψ1 for all j < n i.
πi |= ψ1Tψ2 , for all 0 j  i : π j |= ψ2 or πn |= ψ1 for some j < n i.

Useful dualities which hold for past operators are ¬(ψ1Sψ2) ⌘ ¬ψ1T¬ψ2, ¬Hψ ⌘
O¬ψ, ¬(ψ1Tψ2)⌘ ¬ψ1S¬ψ2, ¬Oψ⌘H¬ψ, ¬Zψ⌘ Y¬ψ, and ¬Yψ⌘ Z¬ψ. Ex-
amples of simple PLTL formulas areG(p)Oq) (’all p occurrences are preceded by an

occurrence of q’) and FG(pS¬q) (’eventually p will stay true after q becomes false’).
Recall that we assume that all formulas are in positive normal form.

The maximum number of nested past operators in PLTL formula is called the past
operator depth.

Definition 1. The past operator depth for a PLTL formula ψ is denoted by δ(ψ) and is
inductively defined as:

δ(ψ) = 0 for ψ 2 AP,
δ(�ψ) = δ(ψ) for � 2 {¬,X ,F ,G} ,
δ(ψ1 � ψ2) = max(δ(ψ1),δ(ψ2)) for � 2 {_,^, U , R} ,
δ(�ψ) = 1+δ(ψ) for � 2 {Y ,Z ,O ,H} , and
δ(ψ1 � ψ2) = 1+max(δ(ψ1),δ(ψ2)) for � 2 {S , T} .

PLTL has features which impact the way model checking can be done. We illustrate
these features through examples. As a running example we use an example from [7]
adapted to better suit our setting. In this example the system to be model checked is a
counter which uses a variable x to store the counter value. The counter is initialised to
0 and the system adds one to the counter variable x at each time step until the highest
value 5 is reached. After this the counter is reset to the value 2 in the next time step and
the system starts looping as illustrated in Fig. 2. Thus the system is deterministic and
the counter values can be seen as an infinite sequence (012)(3452)ω corresponding to a
(6,3)-loop of the system.

1 2 3 4 5x 0 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 50time 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Fig. 2. Execution of the counter system

Consider the (6,3)-loop of the counter system. The formula

((x= 3)^YYY(x= 0))

holds only at time point 3 but not at any later time point. This demonstrates the (quite
obvious) fact that unlike pure future LTL formulas, the PLTL past formulas can distin-
guish states which belong to different unrollings of the loop. We introduce the notion
of a time point belonging to a d-unrolling of the loop to distinguish between different
copies of each state in the unrolling of the loop part.

Definition 2. For a (k, l)-loop π we say that the period p(π) of π is (k� l)+1, i.e., the
number of states the loop consists of. We define that a time point i� 0 in π belongs to the
d-unrolling of the loop iff d � 0 is the smallest integer such that i< l+((d+1) · p(π)).

At the time point 3, which belongs to the 0-unrolling of the loop, the formulaYYY(x=
0) holds. However, at the time point 7 belonging to the 1-unrolling of the loop the
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LTL vs. ptLTL: induction rules
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Fig. 1. The two possible cases for a bounded path

In BMC all possible k-length bounded witnesses of the negation of the specification
are encoded as a SAT problem. The bound k is increased until either a witness is found
(the instance is satisfiable) or a sufficiently high value of k to guarantee completeness
is reached.

Note that as in [7,13,15] the shape of the loop and accordingly the meaning of
the bound k is slightly different from [1]. In this paper, a finite path of length k for
representing an infinite path with a loop contains the looping state twice, at position
l�1 and at position k.

2.1 LTL

LTL is a commonly used specification logic. The syntax is defined over a set of atomic
propositions AP. Boolean operators we use are negation, disjunction and conjunction.
Regarding temporal connectives, we concentrate on the next time (X ), the until (U ) ,
and the release (R ) operators. The semantics of an LTL formula is defined along infinite
paths π= s0s1 . . . of states si. The states are part of a modelM with transition relation T
and initial state constraint I. Further, let πi denote the suffix of π starting from the i:th
state. The semantics can then be defined recursively as follows:

πi |= ψ , ψ holds in si for ψ 2 AP.
πi |= ¬ψ , πi 6|= ψ.
πi |= ψ1_ψ2 , πi |= ψ1 or πi |= ψ2.
πi |= ψ1^ψ2 , πi |= ψ1 and πi |= ψ2.
πi |= Xψ , πi+1 |= ψ.
πi |= ψ1Uψ2 , 9n� i such that πn |= ψ2 and π j |= ψ1 for all i j < n.
πi |= ψ1Rψ2 , 8n� i,πn |= ψ2 or π j |= ψ1 for some i j < n.

Commonly used abbreviations are the standard Boolean shorthands > ⌘ p_¬p for
some p 2 AP, ?⌘ ¬>, p) q⌘ ¬p_q, p, q⌘ (p) q)^ (q) p), and the derived
temporal operators Fψ⌘>Uψ (’finally’), Gψ⌘ ¬F¬ψ (’globally’).

It is always possible to rewrite any formula to positive normal form, where all nega-
tions only appear in front of atomic proposition. This can be accomplished by using
the dualities ¬(ψ1Uψ2) ⌘ ¬ψ1R¬ψ2, ¬(ψ1Rψ2) ⌘ ¬ψ1U¬ψ2 and ¬Xψ ⌘ X¬ψ.
In the following we assume all formulas are in positive normal form.

The conjunction of these three sets of constraints forms the full encoding of the boun-
ded model checking problem into SAT:

|[M,ϕ,k]| = |[M]|k ^ |[LoopConstraints]|k ^ |[ϕ]|0.

The LTL formula ϕ has a witness in M that can represented by a finite path of length k
iff the encoding is satisfiable. For more details on the encoding and how it can be used
for model checking please refer to [13].

3 Bounded Model Checking with Past Operators

Benedetti and Cimatti [7] were the first to consider bounded model checking for PLTL.
Their approach is based on the original encoding of Biere et al. [1]. The approach is
such that it generates constraints separately for each possible bounded path with a loop
(for all values of 0  l  k). This makes sharing structure in the formula difficult. Our
encoding is based on a different solution where the concerns of evaluating the formula
and forming the bounded path have been separated. As we shall see, this allows for a
simple and compact encoding for PLTL.

3.1 PLTL

Extending LTL with past operators results in a logic which is more succinct than LTL
and arguably more intuitive for some specifications. The simplest past operators are the
two previous state operators Yψ and Zψ. Both are true if ψ was true in the previous
time step. The semantics of the operators differ at the origin of time: Yψ is always false
while Zψ is always true. Similar to the derived future operators Fψ and Gψ are Oψ
(’once’) and Hψ (’historically’) that hold if ψ holds once in the past or ψ holds always
in the past, respectively. The binary operator ψ1Sψ2 (’since’) holds if ψ2 was true once
in the past and ψ1 has been true ever since. Note that ψ2 must have been true at some
point in the past in order for ψ1Sψ2 to hold. The other past binary operator ψ1Tψ2
(’trigger’) holds when ψ2 holds up until the present starting from the time step where
ψ1 was true. If ψ1 never was true ψ2 must have been true always in the past.

We define the semantics of PLTL by extending the formal semantics of LTL. Only
semantics for the new operators are given.

πi |= Yψ , i> 0 and πi�1 |= ψ.
πi |= Zψ , i= 0 or πi�1 |= ψ.
πi |=Oψ , π j |= ψ for some 0 j  i.
πi |=Hψ , π j |= ψ for all 0 j  i.
πi |= ψ1Sψ2 , π j |= ψ2 for some 0 j  i and πn |= ψ1 for all j < n i.
πi |= ψ1Tψ2 , for all 0 j  i : π j |= ψ2 or πn |= ψ1 for some j < n i.

Useful dualities which hold for past operators are ¬(ψ1Sψ2) ⌘ ¬ψ1T¬ψ2, ¬Hψ ⌘
O¬ψ, ¬(ψ1Tψ2)⌘ ¬ψ1S¬ψ2, ¬Oψ⌘H¬ψ, ¬Zψ⌘ Y¬ψ, and ¬Yψ⌘ Z¬ψ. Ex-
amples of simple PLTL formulas areG(p)Oq) (’all p occurrences are preceded by an
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Certain dualities among 
past-time operators hold (as 
for future-time operators):

The conjunction of these three sets of constraints forms the full encoding of the boun-
ded model checking problem into SAT:

|[M,ϕ,k]| = |[M]|k ^ |[LoopConstraints]|k ^ |[ϕ]|0.

The LTL formula ϕ has a witness in M that can represented by a finite path of length k
iff the encoding is satisfiable. For more details on the encoding and how it can be used
for model checking please refer to [13].

3 Bounded Model Checking with Past Operators

Benedetti and Cimatti [7] were the first to consider bounded model checking for PLTL.
Their approach is based on the original encoding of Biere et al. [1]. The approach is
such that it generates constraints separately for each possible bounded path with a loop
(for all values of 0  l  k). This makes sharing structure in the formula difficult. Our
encoding is based on a different solution where the concerns of evaluating the formula
and forming the bounded path have been separated. As we shall see, this allows for a
simple and compact encoding for PLTL.

3.1 PLTL

Extending LTL with past operators results in a logic which is more succinct than LTL
and arguably more intuitive for some specifications. The simplest past operators are the
two previous state operators Yψ and Zψ. Both are true if ψ was true in the previous
time step. The semantics of the operators differ at the origin of time: Yψ is always false
while Zψ is always true. Similar to the derived future operators Fψ and Gψ are Oψ
(’once’) and Hψ (’historically’) that hold if ψ holds once in the past or ψ holds always
in the past, respectively. The binary operator ψ1Sψ2 (’since’) holds if ψ2 was true once
in the past and ψ1 has been true ever since. Note that ψ2 must have been true at some
point in the past in order for ψ1Sψ2 to hold. The other past binary operator ψ1Tψ2
(’trigger’) holds when ψ2 holds up until the present starting from the time step where
ψ1 was true. If ψ1 never was true ψ2 must have been true always in the past.

We define the semantics of PLTL by extending the formal semantics of LTL. Only
semantics for the new operators are given.

πi |= Yψ , i> 0 and πi�1 |= ψ.
πi |= Zψ , i= 0 or πi�1 |= ψ.
πi |=Oψ , π j |= ψ for some 0 j  i.
πi |=Hψ , π j |= ψ for all 0 j  i.
πi |= ψ1Sψ2 , π j |= ψ2 for some 0 j  i and πn |= ψ1 for all j < n i.
πi |= ψ1Tψ2 , for all 0 j  i : π j |= ψ2 or πn |= ψ1 for some j < n i.

Useful dualities which hold for past operators are ¬(ψ1Sψ2) ⌘ ¬ψ1T¬ψ2, ¬Hψ ⌘
O¬ψ, ¬(ψ1Tψ2)⌘ ¬ψ1S¬ψ2, ¬Oψ⌘H¬ψ, ¬Zψ⌘ Y¬ψ, and ¬Yψ⌘ Z¬ψ. Ex-
amples of simple PLTL formulas areG(p)Oq) (’all p occurrences are preceded by an

Note that the ptLTL formula:

is equivalent to the LTL:

!((!q) U (p ∧ !q))

The conjunction of these three sets of constraints forms the full encoding of the boun-
ded model checking problem into SAT:

|[M,ϕ,k]| = |[M]|k ^ |[LoopConstraints]|k ^ |[ϕ]|0.

The LTL formula ϕ has a witness in M that can represented by a finite path of length k
iff the encoding is satisfiable. For more details on the encoding and how it can be used
for model checking please refer to [13].

3 Bounded Model Checking with Past Operators

Benedetti and Cimatti [7] were the first to consider bounded model checking for PLTL.
Their approach is based on the original encoding of Biere et al. [1]. The approach is
such that it generates constraints separately for each possible bounded path with a loop
(for all values of 0  l  k). This makes sharing structure in the formula difficult. Our
encoding is based on a different solution where the concerns of evaluating the formula
and forming the bounded path have been separated. As we shall see, this allows for a
simple and compact encoding for PLTL.

3.1 PLTL

Extending LTL with past operators results in a logic which is more succinct than LTL
and arguably more intuitive for some specifications. The simplest past operators are the
two previous state operators Yψ and Zψ. Both are true if ψ was true in the previous
time step. The semantics of the operators differ at the origin of time: Yψ is always false
while Zψ is always true. Similar to the derived future operators Fψ and Gψ are Oψ
(’once’) and Hψ (’historically’) that hold if ψ holds once in the past or ψ holds always
in the past, respectively. The binary operator ψ1Sψ2 (’since’) holds if ψ2 was true once
in the past and ψ1 has been true ever since. Note that ψ2 must have been true at some
point in the past in order for ψ1Sψ2 to hold. The other past binary operator ψ1Tψ2
(’trigger’) holds when ψ2 holds up until the present starting from the time step where
ψ1 was true. If ψ1 never was true ψ2 must have been true always in the past.

We define the semantics of PLTL by extending the formal semantics of LTL. Only
semantics for the new operators are given.

πi |= Yψ , i> 0 and πi�1 |= ψ.
πi |= Zψ , i= 0 or πi�1 |= ψ.
πi |=Oψ , π j |= ψ for some 0 j  i.
πi |=Hψ , π j |= ψ for all 0 j  i.
πi |= ψ1Sψ2 , π j |= ψ2 for some 0 j  i and πn |= ψ1 for all j < n i.
πi |= ψ1Tψ2 , for all 0 j  i : π j |= ψ2 or πn |= ψ1 for some j < n i.

Useful dualities which hold for past operators are ¬(ψ1Sψ2) ⌘ ¬ψ1T¬ψ2, ¬Hψ ⌘
O¬ψ, ¬(ψ1Tψ2)⌘ ¬ψ1S¬ψ2, ¬Oψ⌘H¬ψ, ¬Zψ⌘ Y¬ψ, and ¬Yψ⌘ Z¬ψ. Ex-
amples of simple PLTL formulas areG(p)Oq) (’all p occurrences are preceded by an

PtLTL and LTL were proven equally expressive, 
but adding past-time operators makes formulas 

shorter to write (i.e., more succinct). 

Translation algorithms exist, so PtLTL model 
checking amounts to LTL model checking.

[ Temporal Logic with Forgettable Past. François Laroussinie, 
Nicolas Markey, Philippe Schnoebelen. LICS 2002. ]
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Some realistic ptLTL property patterns (where T is the 
dual of R) over some models: the alternating bit 
protocol (abp), a bounded resource protocol (brp), a 
distributed mutual exclusion algorithm (dme), a pci bus 
(pci) and a 5-bit shift-register (srg5):

5

how the procedures scale in the bound k. For the third row the size of the formula is fixed
at 5 and the plots show the average over the 40 formulas. The plots in the first column
show the number of variables in the generated CNF. Plots in the second column show
the number of clauses and plots in the third column the number of literals in the CNF.
The last column has plots which show the time to solve the CNF instances.

From the plots it is clear that the new encoding scales much better than the encoding
implemented in NuSMV. This is the case both when considering scaling w.r.t. the size
of the formula and the length of the bound.

4.2 Real-life Examples

The second set of experiment were performed on a few real-life examples. We used five
models of which four are included in the NuSMV 2 distribution. The models were an
alternating bit protocol (abp), a bounded resource protocol (brp), a distributed mutual
exclusion algorithm (dme), a pci bus (pci) and a 5-bit shift-register (srg5). For abp and
pci we checked a property with a counterexample while the properties for brp, dme and
srg5 were true properties. The template formulae are collected in Table 1.

Table 1. Properties used in real-life benchmarks

Model Property
abp G (p) YHq)
brp FG (p)O (q)Or))
dme G (p) pT (¬pTq))
pci G p)G (q^Y (¬q^O (r^O (s^O t))))O (u^O (v^Gw)))
srg5 FG p^GFq^GFr) F (sS (t S (uS (vSw))))

We measured the number of variables, clauses, and literals in the generated CNF,
and the time used to solve an instance at a specific bound k. We also report the cumu-
lative time (Σ time) used to solve all instances up to the given k. The results of the runs
can be found in Table 2.

The new encoding was always the fastest. In all cases the new encoding produced
the smallest instances w.r.t. all size measures. For srg5, NuSMVwas not able to proceed
further than k = 18 because the computer ran out of memory. The reason for this can
be found in the apparently at least cubic growth w.r.t. the bound k of the encoding for
nested binary past operators.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

We have presented an encoding of the BMC problem for PLTL. The encoding is linear
in the bound k unlike the encoding by Benedetti and Cimatti [7]. In the general case the
encoding is quadratic in the size of the formula but if we fix the past operator depth,
the encoding is also linear in the size of the formula. Experiments confirm that the

[ Simple is Better: Efficient Bounded Model Checking for Past 
LTL. T. Latvala, A. Biere, K. Heljanko, T. Junttila, VMCAI 2005. ]
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A specification logic with time

6

Device drivers, communication 
protocols, pacemakers, etc. have 
stringent timing constraints. 

A first choice to be made is the time 
domain: is it discrete or continuous? 

A discrete time domain is conceptually 
simple, sufficient for synchronous systems 
(but leads to large models), and traditional 
model checking may suffice.

General schemes also exist for a 
continuous time domain:

Chapter 9

Timed Automata

The logics we have encountered so far are interpreted over transition systems that describe
how a reactive system may evolve from one state to another. Timing aspects are, however,
not covered. That is, indications are given neither about the residence time of a state nor
about the possibility of taking a transition within a particular time interval. However,
reactive systems such as device drivers, coffee machines, communication protocols, and
automatic teller machines, to mention a few, must react in time—they are time-critical.
The behavior of time-critical systems is typically subject to rather stringent timing con-
straints. For a train crossing it is essential that on detecting the approach of a train, the
gate is closed within a certain time bound in order to halt car and pedestrian traffic before
the train reaches the crossing. For a radiation machine the time period during which a
cancer patient is subjected to a high dose of radiation is extremely important; a small
extension of this period is dangerous and can cause the patient’s death.

To put it in a nutshell:

Correctness in time-critical systems not only depends on the logical result
of the computation but also on the time at which the results are produced.

As timeliness is of vital importance to reactive systems, it is essential that the timing
constraints of the system are guaranteed to be met. Checking whether timing constraints
are met is the subject of this chapter. In order to express such timing constraints, the
strategy will be to extend logical formalisms that allow expression of the ordering of events,
with a notion of quantitative time. Such extensions allow expression of timing constraints
such as:

“The traffic light will turn green within the next 30 seconds.”

673

674 Timed Automata

A first choice to be made is the time domain: is it discrete or continuous? A discrete
time domain is conceptually simple. Transition systems are used to model timed systems
where each action is assumed to last for a single time unit. More general delays can be
modeled by using a dedicated unobservable action, τ (for tick), say. The fact that action
α lasts k > 1 time units may be modeled by k−1 tick actions followed (or preceded)
by α. This approach typically leads to very large transition systems. Note that in such
models the minimal time difference between any pair of actions is a multiple of an a
priori, fixed, time unit. For synchronous systems, for instance, in which the involved
processes proceed in a lockstep fashion, discrete time domains are appropriate: one time
unit corresponds to one clock pulse. In this setting, traditional temporal logics can be
used to express timing constraints. The next-step operator can be used to “measure” the
discrete elapse of time, i.e., ⃝Φ means that Φ holds after exactly one time unit. By
defining ⃝ k+1 Φ = ⃝ k (⃝Φ) and ⃝ 0 Φ = Φ, general timing constraints can be specified.
Using the shorthand ♦!k Φ = ⃝ 0 Φ ∨ ⃝ Φ ∨ . . . ∨ ⃝ k Φ, the above informally stated
timing constraint on the traffic light may be expressed as

" (red ⇒ ♦!30 green).

For synchronous systems, transition systems and logics such as LTL or CTL can be used
to express timing constraints, and traditional model checking algorithms suffice.

In this monograph we do not want to restrict ourselves to synchronous systems, and will
consider—as in Newtonian physics—time of a continuous nature. That is to say, the non-
negative real numbers (the set R"0) will be used as time domain. A main advantage is
that there is no need to fix a minimal time unit in advance as a continuous time model
is invariant against changes of the time scale. This is more adequate for asynchronous
systems, such as distributed systems, in which components may proceed at distinct speeds,
and is more an intuitive than a discrete time model. Transition system representations of
asynchronous systems without additional timing information are indeed too abstract to
adequately model timing constraints, as illustrated by the following example.

Example 9.1. A Railroad Crossing

Consider a railroad crossing, as discussed in Example 2.30 (page 51), see the schematic
representation in Figure 9.1. For this railroad crossing a control system needs to be
developed that closes the gate on receipt of a signal indicating that a train is approaching
and only opens the gate once the train has signaled that it entirely crossed the road. The
safety property that should be established by the control system is that the gates are
always closed when the train is crossing the road. The complete system consists of the
three components: Train, Gate, and Controller:

Train ∥ Gate ∥ Controller.

Timed Computation Tree Logic 699

where a ∈ AP, g ∈ ACC(C) and ϕ is a path formula defined by:

ϕ ::= Φ U J Φ

where J ⊆ IR!0 is an interval whose bounds are natural numbers.

Timed CTL extends CTL with atomic clock constraints over the clocks in C, typically
the set of clocks in the timed automaton under consideration. The propositional logic
operators ∨, →, true, etc. are obtained in the usual way. The until operator is equipped
with an interval J of real numbers. Timed variants of the modal operators ♦ and " are
obtained as follows: ♦J Φ = trueU J Φ and

∃"J Φ = ¬∀♦J ¬Φ and ∀"J Φ = ¬∃♦J ¬Φ.

The formula ∃"J Φ asserts that there exists a path for which during the interval J , Φ
holds; ∀"J Φ requires this to hold for all paths. As we will see later on when defining
the formal semantics of TCTL, the path quantifiers quantify over time-divergent paths
only. Accordingly, a state in TS(TA) satisfies ∀♦JΦ whenever all time-divergent paths
starting in s satisfy ♦JΦ. The next-step operator is absent in TCTL. As the time domain
is continuous there is no unique next time instant which makes it impossible to provide a
suitable meaning to the next-step operator. Note that J ⊆ IR!0 has natural bounds, i.e.,
the interval J is either of the form [n,m], (n,m], [n,m) or (n,m) for n,m ∈ N and n # m.
For right-open intervals, m = ∞ is allowed.

In the sequel, intervals are often denoted by shorthand, e.g., ♦"2 denotes ♦[0,2] and ">8

denotes "(8,∞). For the special case J = [0,∞), the timing requirements are in fact
trivially fulfilled. That is:

Φ U [0,∞) Ψ = Φ U Ψ and ♦ Φ = ♦[0,∞) Φ and " Φ = "[0,∞) Φ.

The following examples illustrate the kind of timing properties that can be expressed in
TCTL.

Example 9.28. Light Switch

Consider the light switch of Example 9.12 (page 688). The property

“the light cannot be continuously switched on for more than 2 minutes”

is expressed by the TCTL formula:

∀"(on −→ ∀♦>2 ¬on).

The property

“the light will stay on for at least 1 time unit and then switch off”

Timed Computation Tree Logic 699

where a ∈ AP, g ∈ ACC(C) and ϕ is a path formula defined by:

ϕ ::= Φ U J Φ

where J ⊆ IR!0 is an interval whose bounds are natural numbers.

Timed CTL extends CTL with atomic clock constraints over the clocks in C, typically
the set of clocks in the timed automaton under consideration. The propositional logic
operators ∨, →, true, etc. are obtained in the usual way. The until operator is equipped
with an interval J of real numbers. Timed variants of the modal operators ♦ and " are
obtained as follows: ♦J Φ = trueU J Φ and

∃"J Φ = ¬∀♦J ¬Φ and ∀"J Φ = ¬∃♦J ¬Φ.

The formula ∃"J Φ asserts that there exists a path for which during the interval J , Φ
holds; ∀"J Φ requires this to hold for all paths. As we will see later on when defining
the formal semantics of TCTL, the path quantifiers quantify over time-divergent paths
only. Accordingly, a state in TS(TA) satisfies ∀♦JΦ whenever all time-divergent paths
starting in s satisfy ♦JΦ. The next-step operator is absent in TCTL. As the time domain
is continuous there is no unique next time instant which makes it impossible to provide a
suitable meaning to the next-step operator. Note that J ⊆ IR!0 has natural bounds, i.e.,
the interval J is either of the form [n,m], (n,m], [n,m) or (n,m) for n,m ∈ N and n # m.
For right-open intervals, m = ∞ is allowed.

In the sequel, intervals are often denoted by shorthand, e.g., ♦"2 denotes ♦[0,2] and ">8

denotes "(8,∞). For the special case J = [0,∞), the timing requirements are in fact
trivially fulfilled. That is:

Φ U [0,∞) Ψ = Φ U Ψ and ♦ Φ = ♦[0,∞) Φ and " Φ = "[0,∞) Φ.

The following examples illustrate the kind of timing properties that can be expressed in
TCTL.

Example 9.28. Light Switch

Consider the light switch of Example 9.12 (page 688). The property

“the light cannot be continuously switched on for more than 2 minutes”

is expressed by the TCTL formula:

∀"(on −→ ∀♦>2 ¬on).

The property

“the light will stay on for at least 1 time unit and then switch off”

Timed Computation Tree Logic (CTL)
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Timed automata are used to model real-time systems. 

This formalism extends classical automata with a set of global 
real-valued variables (x,y) – called clocks – that increase with 
time. It associates guards specifying for which input a 
transition can be performed, and updates to the clocks when 
a transition is performed.

Timed system models

2.1 The Modelling Language

Networks of Timed Automata A timed automaton is a finite-state machine
extended with clock variables. It uses a dense-time model where a clock variable
evaluates to a real number. All the clocks progress synchronously. In Uppaal,
a system is modelled as a network of several such timed automata in parallel.
The model is further extended with bounded discrete variables that are part of
the state. These variables are used as in programming languages: they are read,
written, and are subject to common arithmetic operations. A state of the system
is defined by the locations of all automata, the clock constraints, and the values
of the discrete variables. Every automaton may fire an edge (sometimes mis-
leadingly called a transition) separately or synchronise with another automaton,
which leads to a new state.

Figure 1(a) shows a timed automaton modelling a simple lamp. The lamp
has three locations: off, low, and bright. If the user presses a button, i.e.,
synchronises with press?, then the lamp is turned on. If the user presses the
button again, the lamp is turned off. However, if the user is fast and rapidly
presses the button twice, the lamp is turned on and becomes bright. The user
model is shown in Fig. 1(b). The user can press the button randomly at any time
or even not press the button at all. The clock y of the lamp is used to detect if
the user was fast (y < 5) or slow (y >= 5).

off low bright

press?

y:=0

y>=5

press?

press?

y<5

press?

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

idle
press!

(a) Lamp. (b) User.

Fig. 1. The simple lamp example.

We give the basic definitions of the syntax and semantics for timed automata.
We use the following notations: C is a set of clocks and B(C) is the set of
conjunctions over simple conditions of the form x ◃▹ c or x − y ◃▹ c, where
x, y ∈ C, c ∈ N and ◃▹∈ {<,≤,=,≥, >}. A timed automaton is a finite directed
graph annotated with conditions over and resets of non-negative real valued
clocks.

Definition 1 (Timed Automaton (TA)). A timed automaton is a tuple
(L, l0, C,A,E, I), where L is a set of locations, l0 ∈ L is the initial location,
C is the set of clocks, A is a set of actions, co-actions and the internal τ -action,
E ⊆ L × A × B(C) × 2C × L is a set of edges between locations with an action,
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Fig. 8. The train automaton of the train gate example. The select button is activated
in the tool-bar. In this mode the user can move locations and edges or edit labels.
The other modes are for adding locations, edges, and vertexes on edges (called nails).
A new location has no name by default. Two text fields allow the user to define the
template name and its parameters. Useful trick: The middle mouse button is a shortcut
for adding new elements, i.e. pressing it on the the canvas, a location, or edge adds a
new location, edge, or nail, respectively.

The Editor A system is defined as a network of timed automata, called pro-
cesses in the tool, put in parallel. A process is instantiated from a parameterized
template. The editor is divided into two parts: a tree pane to access the different
templates and declarations and a drawing canvas/text editor. Figure 8 shows
the editor with the train gate example of section 4. Locations are labeled with
names and invariants and edges are labeled with guard conditions (e.g., e==id),
synchronizations (e.g., go?), and assignments (e.g., x:=0).

The tree on the left hand side gives access to different parts of the system
description:

Global declaration Contains global integer variables, clocks, synchronization
channels, and constants.

Templates Train, Gate, and IntQueue are different parameterized timed au-
tomata. A template may have local declarations of variables, channels, and
constants.

8

“UPPAAL is an integrated environment for modeling, 
validation and verification of real-time systems modeled 
as networks of timed automata with data types (bounded 
integers, arrays, etc.). Typical application areas are real-
time controllers and communication protocols. The model-
checker can check progress, deadlocks, safety 
properties, eventuality, reachability.”
http://www.uppaal.org/

Timed model checker: 
UPPAAL

http://www.uppaal.org/
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UPPAAL applications

More recent:

Closed-loop Verification of Pacemaker Software: http://medcps.org/
verification.html

9

channel, but allows for a bounded number of retransmis-
sions. In [4], it is reported that a number of properties of
the protocol have been automatically verified with Uppaal.
In particular, it is shown that the correctness of the protocol
is dependent on correctly chosen time-out values.

Collision Avoidance Protocol: This protocol is implemented
on top of an Ethernet-like medium such as the CSMA/CD
protocol. It is to ensure an upper bound on the communica-
tion delay between the network nodes. In [6], the protocol is
designed and proved correct using Uppaal. The two main
established properties show that the protocol is collision-
free, and it does ensure an upper bound on the user-to-user
communication delay (assuming a perfect medium).

Gearbox Controller: In [12], Uppaal is applied in an indus-
trial case-study, to the design and analysis of a prototype
gearbox controller for vehicles by Mecel AB (a Swedish com-
pany developing control systems for vehicle industries). The
gearbox controller is a component in the real-time system
that controls a modern car.

In the design of the controller, the simulation tool of Up-

paal is applied to validate the system behavior. The cor-
rectness of the gear-box controller design is established by
automatic verification of 46 properties derived from informal
requirements specified by Mecel AB.

Philips Audio-Control Protocol: This protocol is developed
and implemented by Philips to exchange control information
between components in audio equipment using Manchester
encoding. The correctness of the encoding relies on timing
delays between signals. In [8] the protocol is modeled and
verified using Uppaal.

In [3], a version of the protocol extended with bus colli-
sion detection is analyzed using Uppaal. The model in
this case-study is significantly larger than the original ver-
sion since several new components (and variables) are intro-
duced, and existing components are modified to deal with
bus collisions.

TDMA Protocol Start-Up Mechanism: In [13], a formal
verification of the start-up algorithm of a TDMA (Time Di-
vision Multiple Access) protocol is reported. It is checked
using Uppaal that an ensemble of three communicating
stations becomes synchronized and operational within a
bounded time from an arbitrary initial state, given a clock-
drift corresponding to ±10

−3. Furthermore, an upper time-
bound for the start-up to complete was derived.

Figure 3: The requirement specification editor of Uppaal.

Organisation

Uppaal is developed in collaboration between the Department of
Information Technology at Uppsala University (UPP) in Sweden
and the Department of Computer Science at Aalborg University
(AAL) in Denmark.

The people involved with development and application are Wang
Yi (Professor, UPP), Kim G. Larsen (Professor, AAL), Gerd
Behrmann (Ph.D., AAL), Paul Pettersson (Ph.D., UPP), Alexan-
dre David (Post Doc, AAL), Emmanuel Fleury (Ph.D., AAL),
Brian Nielsen (Ph.D., AAL), Arne Skou (Ph.D., AAL), John
Håkansson (Ph.D. Student, UPP), Jacob Illum Rasmussen (Ph.D.
Student, AAL), Pavel Krcál (Ph.D. Student, UPP), Ulrik Larsen
(Ph.D. Student, AAL), Didier Lime (Post Doc., AAL), Marius
Mikucionis (Ph.D. Student, AAL), and Leonid Mokrushin (Ph.D.
Student, UPP).

Further Information

Uppaal has a home page on World Wide Web, http://-

www.uppaal.com/, containing pointers to the published material
on Uppaal and complete information for installation.

Detailed informal descriptions of Uppaal can be found in the pa-
pers “Tutorial on Uppaal” [2], “Uppaal in a Nutshell” [9], and
“Uppaal - Now, Next, and Future” [1].
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A specification logic with probabilities

10

Model-checking focuses on the 
absolute guarantee of correctness 
— “it is impossible that the system 
fails”.

In practical systems this rigidity is hard to 
guarantee. Systems are subject to 
phenomena of a stochastic nature, such 
as message loss, and correctness — 
“with 99% chance the system will not fail” 
— is less absolute.

“Surely some message will be delivered (first 
conjunct), and surely for any attempt to send a 

message, with probability at least 0.99, the message 
will be delivered within three time steps.”

782 Probabilistic Systems

holds with probability at most p if and only if the dual event Ē = Paths(M) \ E holds
with probability at least 1−p. Thus, it is possible to define, e.g.,

P!p(!Φ) = P"1−p(♦¬Φ) and P]p,q](!!nΦ) = P[1−q,1−p[(♦!n¬Φ).

Other temporal operators, like weak until W or release R (see Section 5.1.5, page 252)
can be derived in an analogous way. This is left as an exercise to the reader; see Exercise
10.9 (page 902).

Example 10.37. Specifying Properties in PCTL

Consider the simulation of a six-sided die by a fair coin as described in Example 10.3 (page
750). The PCTL formula !

1!i!6

P= 1
6
(♦i)

expresses that each of the six possible outcomes of the die should occur with equal prob-
ability.

Consider a communication protocol that uses an imperfect channel that might lose mes-
sages. The PCTL formula

P=1(♦delivered) ∧ P=1

"
! ( try to send → P"0.99(♦!3delivered) )

#

asserts that almost surely some message will be delivered (first conjunct) and that almost
surely for any attempt to send a message, with probability at least 0.99, the message will
be delivered within three steps.

Consider the craps game, see Example 10.4. The property “the probability of winning
without ever rolling 8, 9, or 10 is at least 0.32” is expressed by the PCTL formula:

P"0.32(¬(8 ∨ 9 ∨ 10)U won).

Impatient players might be interested in this property but with a bounded number of rolls,
say, five. This is expressed by

P"0.32(¬(8 ∨ 9 ∨ 10)U!5 won).

Finally, the PCTL formula

P"0.32(¬(8 ∨ 9 ∨ 10)U!5 P=1(!won))

expresses in addition that almost surely the player will always win.

PCTL formulae are interpreted over the states and paths of a Markov chain M. For the
state formulae, the satisfaction relation |= is a relation between states in M and state

Probabilistic CTL (PCTL)
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Probabilistic system models: 
Discrete-time Markov chains (DTMC)

Markov Chains 749

infinite) paths in the underlying digraph. They are defined as infinite state sequences
π = s0 s1 s2 · · · ∈ Sω such that P(si, si+1) > 0 for all i ! 0. For path π in M, inf(π)
denotes the set of states that are visited infinitely often in π. For finite Markov chains,
inf(π) is nonempty for all paths π.

Markov chains are depicted by their underlying digraph where edges are equipped with
the transition probabilities in ]0,1]. If a state s has a unique successor s′, i.e., P(s, s′) = 1,
the transition probability may be omitted.

Example 10.2. A Simple Communication Protocol

Consider a simple communication protocol operating with a channel. It is error-prone
in the sense that messages may be lost, see the Markov chain depicted in Figure 10.1.
Here, ιinit(start) = 1 and ιinit(s) = 0 for s ̸= start, i.e., start is the unique initial state.
In the state start, a message is generated that is senf off along the channel in its unique
successor state try. The message is lost with probability 1

10 , in which case the message
will be sent off again, until it is eventually delivered. As soon as the message has been
delivered correctly, the system returns to its initial state.

start

try lostdelivered

1 1
10

1

1

9
10

Figure 10.1: Markov chain for a simple communication protocol.

Using the enumeration start, try, lost, delivered for the states, the transition probability
function P viewed as a 4×4 matrix and the initial distribution viewed as a column vector
are

P =

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

0 1 0 0
0 0 1

10
9
10

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

⎞

⎟⎟⎠ ιinit =

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

1
0
0
0

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

An example of a path is

π = (start try lost try lost try delivered)ω.

Along this path each message has to be retransmitted two times before delivery. It follows
that inf(π) = S. For T = { lost,delivered }, we have P(try, T ) = 1.

Markov chain for a 
simple communication 
protocol Markov chain for 

market dynamics
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PRISM is a probabilistic model checker, a tool 
for formal modelling and analysis of systems 
that exhibit random or probabilistic behaviour. It 
has been used to analyse systems including 
communication and multimedia protocols, 
randomised distributed algorithms, security 
protocols, and biological systems.

http://www.prismmodelchecker.org/

Probabilistic model checker: PRISM

8 DP/Probabilistic Model Checking, Michaelmas 2011 

Probabilistic model checking 
•  Overview of the probabilistic model checking process 

!  two distinct phases: model construction, model checking 

Model 
construction 

High-level 
model 

Model 

Result Model 
checking 

Property 
PRISM 

language 
description 

PCTL/CSL/LTL/… 
formula 

DTMC, MDP 
or CTMC 

http://www.uppaal.org/
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Some success stories in verification of avionics code
(e.g. fly-by-wire systems)

Simulink, Scade

C code

Executable
AiT WCET

(precise time bounds)

Astrée
(absence of run-time errors,

incl. floating-point)

Caveat
(program proof)

Rockwell-Collins toolchain
(model-checking + PVS proof)

X. Leroy (INRIA) Verified tools HCSS 2011 3 / 45

Are miscompilation bugs a problem?
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For critical software validated by review, analysis & testing:
(e.g. DO-178 in avionics)

Manual reviews of (representative fragments of) generated assembly.

Turning all optimizations o� to get traceability.

Reduced usefulness of formal verification.
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[ Compiler verification and beyond: verified tools 
for high-assurance software. Xavier Leroy, INRIA 
Paris-Rocquencourt, HCSS, 2011 ]

Application to... 
avionics
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“[My] hobbies include watching the 
security industry reinvent 30-year-old 
academic research... badly.”

S. Heelan, 
Security Researcher, 
founder, Persistence Labs 

Application to... code 
security

Exploit: software, data, or commands 
which take advantage of a bug, glitch 
or vulnerability in order to cause 
unintended or unanticipated behavior 
to occur on computer software or 
hardware.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_bug
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glitch
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vulnerability_(computer_science)

